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In studying Dianetics and Scientology be very,
very certain you never go past a word you do
not fully understand.
The only reason a person gives up a study or
becomes confused or unable to learn is that
he or she has gone past a word or phrase that
was not understood.
Trying to read past a misunderstood word
results in mental “fogginess” and difficulty in
comprehending the passages which follows.
If you find yourself experiencing this, return
to the last portion you understood easily, locate the misunderstood word and get it defined correctly—and then go on.
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~ Editorial ~
Dear Reader,

The first and probably one of the most important steps in self awareness is the discovery that one is not a body, nor even a mind but that one simply has both.
This is easy to demonstrate. In the book, ‘Creation of human Ability’ there is a series of
processes starting from the one command, “Be three feet back of your head.” For
those that can do that, this is all the evidence they need to appreciate the distinction
between oneself and the body. For those that can’t immediately do so, there are other
processes that can assist one to achieve that step. Auditing in the field from qualified
Standard Tech Auditors is also available.
For those that are firmly entrenched into the concept that one IS a body it comes as
quite a surprise (and possibly some relief) to discover that this is not so and that one IS
a Being (called a thetan in Scientology jargon) after all.
From there it can be an exciting and rewarding upward journey to discover one’s
potentialities and abilities and that one IS immortal after all.

Until next time.
Michael Moore
Editor
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The Aims of Scientology
and APIS
Lafayette Ron Hubbard first issued the ‘Aims of
Scientology’ which of course still stands. Yet, despite holding a copyright on these aims the
Church of Scientology, RTC and the CST do not
appear to be following these aims fully. Therefore
it behooves us to take some responsibility and set
out our aims, based upon the aims that Ron first
envisaged as something which we can honestly
strive to attain.
We therefore stated below:

The Aims of APIS
To contribute towards having a sane society by the promotion, expansion and application of the technology to the point
where people can live their lives in peace
and security and without war or insanity
and where they can honestly flourish and
prosper and attain higher levels of spiritual being.

We welcome you to APIS. We would like
your help in achieving our aims and helping others and we hope to be able to help
you in return.
The original working technology of Lafayette Ron Hubbard is the most vital movement on Earth today. In a troubled world,
the job of promoting and applying this
technology is not easy. But then, if it
were, we wouldn't have to be doing it.
APIS does not owe its help not having
done anything to caused it to propitiate.
We are here because we want to be here
and we want to assist Ron in his aims.
As Ron says:

"Man suspects all offers of help. He has
often been betrayed, his confidence shattered. Too frequently he has given his
trust and been betrayed. We may err, for
we build a world with broken straws. But
we will never betray your faith in us so
APIS is non political in nature and wel- long as you are one of us.
comes any individual of any creed, race
or nation.
The sun never sets on Scientology.
APIS does not seek revolution. APIS
seeks only to assist in paving the way for
evolution to higher states of being for the
individual and for society. After endless
millennia of ignorance about himself, his
mind and the universe, a breakthrough
has been made for man by Lafayette Ron
Hubbard with the philosophy and the
technology he developed to free man
from the shackles of his mind.

And may a new day dawn for you, for
those you love and for man.
Our aims are simple, if great.
And we will succeed, and are succeeding
at each new revolution of the Earth.
Your help is acceptable to us.
Our help is yours."

According to Lafayette Ron Hubbard,
"The combined truths of fifty thousand 'The Aims of Scientology' -- Lafayette Ron
years of thinking men, distilled and ampli- Hubbard
fied by new discoveries about man, have
made for this success."
~oo00oo~
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CERTIFIED AUDITORS & GROUPS
This list of auditors and groups here have been ratified and certified as delivering On Source Standard
Technology.
These Auditors and groups have requested and gone through an exacting certification process that validates their
abilities and expertise. See Certification for further details. They have passed stringent testing by senior technically qualified people as per the certification process.
Canada
Toronto
Chris Black. Class Vlll C/S, KOT,
Delivers: Purif C/S; Life Repair To Clear Auditing & C/Sing OT reviews & C/Sing; FPRD; Debugs & more.
standardtechauditor@yahoo.ca
USA
Southern Cal tech Team
Standard LRH Bridge
Training, Auditing & C/Sing Specializing in OT and NOTs levels
scttservices@gmail.com
Los Angeles, California
Trey Lotz Class VIII
Delivers: Standard LRH Bridge up to Clear,
Trey Lotztrey@relaypoint.net
Ian Waxler Class VIII C/S with Honors
Auditing and C/Sing all old LRH Bridge
info@adcian@yahoo.com
Ingrid Smith
From Life repair to OT4
ingridsmith123@yahoo.com
Scotland
Ken Urquhart. Class IV Advance Courses Specialist. Class IX
Delivers: Internships, apprenticeships and Okay-to-Audits Class V
Ken Urquharturq@verizon.net
Non certified and pending auditors, groups and organizations can be found on the auditors page. APIS offers no
guarantee as to the quality of delivery of services with uncertified auditors. They are alphabetically categorized by
country and region for your convenience.
~oo00oo~
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THE PARTS OF MAN
The individual man is divisible (separable) into three parts (divisions) .
The first of these is the spirit, called in Scientology the Thetan. The second of these
parts is the Mind . The third of these parts is the Body.
Probably the greatest discovery of Scientology and its most forceful contribution to the
knowledge of mankind has been the isolation, description and handling of the human spirit,
accomplished in July, 1951, in Phoenix, Arizona. I established along scientific rather than religious or humanitarian lines that that thing which is the person, the personality, is separable from
the body and the mind at will and without causing bodily death or mental derangement.
In ages past there has been considerable controversy concerning the human spirit or soul, and
various attempts to control man have been effective in view of his almost complete ignorance of
his own identity. Latterly spiritualists isolated from the person what they called the astral body,
and with this they were able to work for various purposes of their own. In Scientology the spirit
itself was separated from what the spiritualists called the astral body and there should be no
Copyright © 2018 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED Association of Professional Independent Scientologists.
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confusion between these two things. As you know that you are where you are at this moment,
so you would know if you, a spirit, were detached from your mind and body. Man had not discovered this before because, lacking the technologies of Scientology, he had very little reality
upon his detachment from his mind and body and therefore conceived himself to be at least in
part a mind and a body. The entire cult of communism is based upon the fact that one lives only
one life, that there is no hereafter and that the individual has no religious significance. Man at
large has been close to this state for at least the last century. The state (condition) is of avery
low order, excluding as it does all self-recognition.
The Spirit
The thetan (spirit) is described in Scientology as having no mass, no wave-length, no energy
and no time or location in space except by consideration or postulate. The spirit, then, is
not a thing. It is the creator of things.
The usual residence of the thetan is in the skull or near the body. A thetan can be in one of four
conditions. The first would be entirely separate from a body or bodies, or even from this universe. The second would be near a body and knowingly controlling the body. The third would
be in the body (the skull) and the fourth would be an inverted condition whereby he was compulsively away from the body and could not approach it. There are degrees (subdivisions) of
each one of these four states (conditions). The most optimum of these conditions, from the
standpoint of man, is the second.
A thetan is subject to deterioration. This is at first difficult to understand since the entirety of
his activity consists of considering or postulating. He uses, through his postulates, various
methods of controlling a body. That he does deteriorate is manifest, but that he can at any moment return to an entirety of his ability is also factual. In that he associates beingness with mass
and action, he does not consider himself as having an individual identity or name unless he is
connected with one or more of the games of life.
The processes of Scientology can establish this for the individual with greater or lesser rapidity,
and one of the many goals of processing in Scientology is to “exteriorize” the individual and
place him in the second condition above, since it has been discovered that he is happier and
more capable when so situated.
The Mind
The mind is a communication and control system between the thetan and his environment. The
mind is a network of communications and pictures, energies and masses, which are brought into
being by the activities of the thetan versus the physical universe or other thetans. A thetan establishes various systems of control so that he can continue to operate a body and through the
body operate things in the physical universe, as well as other bodies. The most obvious portion
of the mind is recognizable by anyone not in serious condition. This is the “mental image picture”. In Scientology we call this mental image picture a facsimile when it is a “photograph” of
the physical universe sometime in the past. We call this mental image picture a mock-up when it
is created by the thetan or for the thetan and does not consist of a photograph of the physical
universe. We call a mental image picture a “hallucination”, or more properly an automaticity
(something uncontrolled) when it is created by another and seen by self.
Various phenomena connect themselves with this entity called the mind. Some people closing
their eyes see only blackness, some people see pictures. Some people see pictures made by
body reactions. Some people see only black screens. Others see golden lines. Others see spaces.
Copyright © 2018 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED Association of Professional Independent Scientologists.
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But the keynote of the entirety of the system called the mind is postulate and perception. Easily
ten thousand new, separate mental phenomena, not hitherto seen by earlier observers, have been
classified in Scientology and Dianetics.
The thetan receives, by the communication system called the mind, various impressions, including direct views of the physical universe. In addition to this he receives impressions from past
activities and, most important, he himself, being close to a total knowingness, conceives things
about the past and future which are independent of immediately present stimuli. The mind is not
in its entirety a stimulus-response mechanism as old Marxist psychology, as once taught in universities, would have one believe. The mind has three main divisions. The first of these could
be called the analytical mind, the second the reactive mind, and the third the somatic mind.
The Analytical Mind
The analytical mind combines perceptions of the immediate environment, of the past (via pictures) and estimations of the future into conclusions which are based upon the realities of situations. The analytical mind combines the potential knowingness of the thetan with the conditions
of his surroundings and brings him to independent conclusions. This mind could be said to consist of visual pictures either of the past or of the physical universe, monitored by, and presided
over by, the knowingness of a thetan. The keynote of the analytical mind is awareness. One
knows what one is concluding and knows what one is doing.
The Reactive Mind
The reactive mind is a stimulus-response mechanism, ruggedly built, and operable in trying circumstances. The reactive mind never stops operating. Pictures of the environment, of a very
low order, are taken by this mind even in deep states of unconsciousness. The reactive mind
acts below the level of consciousness. It is the literal stimulus-response mind. Given a certain
stimulus it gives a certain response. Dianetics concerned itself mainly with this one mind.
While it is an order of thinkingness, the ability of the reactive mind to conclude rationally is so
poor that we find in the reactive mind those various aberrated impulses which are gazed upon as
oddities of personality, eccentricities, neuroses and psychoses. It is this mind which stores up all
the bad things that have happened to one and throws them back to him again in moments of
emergency or danger so as to dictate his actions along lines which have been considered “safe”
before. As there is little thinkingness involved in this, the courses of action dictated by the reactive mind are often not safe, but highly dangerous. The reactive mind is entirely literal in its interpretation of words and actions. As it takes pictures and receives impressions during moments
of unconsciousness, a phrase uttered when a blow is struck is likely to be literally interpreted by
the reactive mind and becomes active upon the body and analytical mind at later times. The
mildest stage of this would be arduous training,
wherein a pattern is laid into the mind for later use under certain given stimuli.
A harsh and less workable level is the hypnotic trance condition to which the mind is
susceptible. Made impressionable by fixed attention, words can be immediately implanted into
the reactive mind which become operable under restimulation at later times.
An even lower level in the reactive mind is that one associated with blows, drugs,
illness, pain and other conditions of unconsciousness. Phrases spoken over an anaesthetized
person can have a later effect upon that person. It is not necessarily true that each and every
portion of an operation is painstakingly “photographed” by the reactive mind of the unconscious patient, but it is true that a great many of these stimuli are registered. Complete silence,
Copyright © 2018 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED Association of Professional Independent Scientologists.
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in the vicinity of a person under anaesthetic or a person who is unconscious or in deep pain, is
mandatory if one would preserve the mental health of that person or patient afterwards.
Probably the most therapeutic action which could occur to an individual would be, under Scientology processing, the separation of the thetan from the mind so that the thetan, under no duress
and with total knowingness, could view himself and his mind and act accordingly. However,
there is a type of exteriorization which is the most aberrative of all traumatic (mentally injurious) actions. This is the condition when an individual is brought, through injury or surgery or
shock, very close to death so that he exteriorizes from body and mind. This exteriorization under duress is sudden, and to the patient inexplicable, and is in itself very shocking. When this
has occurred to an individual, it is certain that he will suffer mentally from the experience afterwards.
It could be said that when the reactive mind contains these sudden shocks of exteriorization under duress, attempts to exteriorize the individual later by Scientology are more difficult. However, modern processing has overcome this. The phenomenon of exteriorization under duress is
accompanied at times by energy explosions in the various facsimiles of the mind, and these
cross-associate in the reactive mind. Therefore, people become afraid of exteriorization, and at
times people are made ill simply by discussing the phenomenon, due to the fact that they have
exteriorized under duress, during some operation, or during some accident.
Exteriorization under duress is the characteristic of death itself. Therefore, exteriorization or the
departure of the soul is generally associated with death in the minds of most people. It is not
necessarily true that one is dead because he exteriorizes, and it is definitely not true that exteriorization not accompanied by a shock, pain or duress is at all painful. Indeed, it is quite therapeutic.
The Somatic Mind
The third portion of the mind is the somatic mind. This is an even heavier type of mind than the
reactive mind since it contains no thinkingness and contains only actingness. The impulses
placed against the body by the thetan through various mental machinery arrive at the voluntary,
involuntary and glandular levels. These have set methods of analysis for any given situation
and so respond directly to commands given.
Unfortunately the somatic mind is subject to each of the minds higher in scale above it and to
the thetan. In other words, the thetan can independently affect the somatic mind. The analytical
mind can affect the somatic mind. The reactive mind can affect the somatic mind. Thus we see
that the neurons, the glandular system, the muscles and masses of the body are subject to various impulses, each one of a lower order than the next. Thus it is not odd to discover what we
call “psychosomatic” illness. A condition exists here where the thetan does not have an awareness of burdening the somatic mind with various commands or derangements. Neither does the
thetan have an awareness of his own participation in the analytical mind causing this action
against the body.
In that the thetan is seldom aware of the reactive mind, it is possible then for the reactive mind,
with its stimulusresponse content, to impinge itself directly, and without further recourse or advice, upon the neurons, muscles and glandular system of the body. In that the reactive mind can
hold a fixed command in place, causing a derangement in the somatic mind, it is possible then
for illness to exist, for bizarre pains to be felt, for actual physical twists and aberrations to occur, without any conscious knowledge on the part of the thetan. This we call physical illness
caused by the mind. In brief, such illness is caused by perceptions received in the reactive mind
Copyright © 2018 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED Association of Professional Independent Scientologists.
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during moments of pain and unconsciousness.
Whether the facsimile in the mind is received while the thetan is awake or unconscious, the resulting mass of the energy picture is energy just as you see energy in an electric light bulb or
from the flames of a fire. At one time it was considered that mental energy was different from
physical energy. In Scientology it has been discovered that mental energy is simply a finer,
higher level physical energy. The test of this is conclusive in that a thetan “mocking
up” (creating) mental image pictures and thrusting them into the body can increase the body
mass and, by casting them away again, can decrease the body mass. This test has actually been
made and an increase of as much as 30 pounds, actually measured on scales, has been added to,
and subtracted from, a body by creating “mental energy”. Energy is energy. It has different
wave-lengths and different characteristics. The mental image pictures are capable of reacting
upon the physical environment, and the physical environment is capable of reacting on mental
image pictures. Thus the mind actually consists of spaces, energies and masses of the same order as the physical universe, if lighter and different in size and wave-length. For a much more
comprehensive picture of the mind one should read Dianetics: The Original Thesis and Dianetics: The Modern Science of Mental Health. These were written before the discoveries of the
upper levels of beingness were made and are a very complete picture of the mind itself, its
structure and what can be done to it and with it.
The Body
The third part of man is the physical body. This can best be studied in such books as Grey’s
Anatomy and other anatomical texts. This is the province of the medical doctor and, usually, the
old-time psychiatrist or psychologist who were involved in the main in body worship. The body
is a purely structural study, and the actions and reactions amongst its various structures are
complex and intensely interesting.
When Scientology established bio-physics, it did so because of the various discoveries which
had accumulated concerning mental energy in its reaction against physical energy, and the activities which took place in the body because of these interactions. Bio-physics only became
feasible when it was discovered in Scientology that a fixed electrical field existed surrounding a
body entirely independent of, but influenceable by, the human mind. The body exists in its own
space. That space is created by “anchor points” (points which are anchored in a space different
to the physical universe space around a body). The complexity of these anchor points can cause
an independent series of electronic flows which can occasion much discomfort to the individual. The balance structure of the body and even its joint action and physical characteristics can be
changed by changing this electrical field which exists at a distance from, or within, the body.
The electrical field is paramount and monitors the actual physical structure of the body.
Thus the body is not only influenced by the three minds, it is influenced as well by its own electrical field. An expert Scientologist can discover for the average person this field, and can bring
about its adjustment, although this is very far from the primary purpose of the Scientologist.
The use of electrical shocks upon a body for any purpose is therefore very dangerous
and is not condoned by sensible men. Of course, the use of electrical shock was never intended
to be therapeutic, but was intended only to bring about obedience by duress, and, as far as it can
be discovered, to make the entirety of insanity a horror. Electrical shock deranges the electronic
field in the vicinity of the body and is always succeeded by bad health or physical difficulties
and never does otherwise than hasten the death of the person. It has been stated by people using
electric shock that if they were denied euthanasia (the right to kill people who were considered
Copyright © 2018 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED Association of Professional Independent Scientologists.
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to be a burden on a society) they would at least use partial euthanasia in the form of electric
shock, brain surgery and drugs. These treatments in some large percentage of cases, however,
effected euthanasia as they were expected to do.
A knowledge of both the mental and physical structure of the body would be necessary in order
to treat the body, and this knowledge has not existed prior to Scientology. The medical doctor
has achieved many results by working purely with structure and bio-chemical products, and in
the field of emergency surgery and obstetrics and orthopaedics, he is indispensable in the society. Medicine, however, has not previously even contained a definition for “mind” and is not expected to invade the field which belongs properly to Scientology.
These three parts of man, the thetan, the mind and the body, are each one different studies, but
they influence each other markedly and continually. Of the three, the senior entity is the thetan,
for without the thetan there would be no mind or animation in the body, while without a body
or a mind there is still animation and life in the thetan. The thetan is the person.
You are you in a body.
Many speculations in the field of para-Scientology have been made. Para-Scientology includes
all of the uncertainties and unknown territories of life which have not been completely explored
and explained. However, as studies have gone forward, it has become more and more apparent
that the senior activity of life is that of the thetan, and that in the absence of the spirit no further
life exists. In the insect kingdom it is not established whether or not each insect is ordered by a
spirit or whether one spirit orders enormous numbers of insects. It is not established how mutation and evolution occur (if they do), and the general Authorship of the physical universe is only speculated upon, since Scientology does not invade the Eighth Dynamic.
Some facts, however, are completely known. The first of these is that the individual himself is a
spirit controlling a body via a mind. The second of these is that the thetan is capable of making
space, energy, mass and time. The third of these is that the thetan is separable from the body
without the phenomenon of death, and can handle and control a body from well outside it. The
fourth of these is that the thetan does not care to remember the life which he has just lived, after
he has parted from the body and the mind. The fifth of these is that a person dying always exteriorizes. The sixth of these is that the person, having exteriorized, usually returns to a planet
and procures, usually, another body of the same type of race as before.
In para-Scientology there is much discussion about “between lives areas” and other phenomena
which might have passed at one time or another for heaven or hell, but it is established completely that a thetan is immortal and that he himself cannot actually experience death and counterfeits it by forgetting. It is adequately manifest that a thetan lives again and that he is very
anxious to put something on the “time track” (something for the future) in order to have something to come back to, thus we have the anxieties of sex. There must be additional bodies for
the next life.
It is obvious that what we create in our societies during this lifetime affects us during our next
lifetime. This is quite different from the “belief”, or the idea, that this occurs. In Scientology we
have very little to do with forcing people to make conclusions. An individual can experience
these things for himself and unless he can do so no one expects him to accept them.
The manifestation that our hereafter is our next life entirely alters the general concept of spiritual destiny. There is no argument whatsoever with the tenets of faith since it is not precisely stated, uniformly, by religions that one immediately goes to a heaven or hell. It is certain that an
individual experiences the effect of the civilization which he has had part in creating, in his next
Copyright © 2018 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED Association of Professional Independent Scientologists.
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lifetime. In other words, the individual comes back. He has a responsibility for what goes on
today since he will experience it tomorrow.
Sex has been overweighted in importance in old psychotherapy, an importance more or less disgraced at this time. Sex is only one of numerous creative impulses. An anxiety about sex, however, occurs when an individual begins to believe that there will not be a body for him to have
during the next lifetime.
The common denominator of all aberration (mental derangement) is cessation of creation. As
sex is only one kind of creation and a rather low order of it, it will be seen that unhappiness
could stem from various cessations of creation. Death itself is a cessation of creation. One stops
creating the identity John Jones and the environment and things of John Jones. He stops because he believes he cannot, himself, continue this creation without the assistance of a body,
having become dependent upon a mind and a body, the first to do his thinking for him and the
second to do his acting. An individual becoming sufficiently morose on the ideas of creation
can actually bring about the condition of an inability to create.
Control
It will be seen that the three parts of man are intimately associated with control. The anatomy of
control is start, change and stop. The loss of control takes place with the loss of pan– determinism. When one becomes too partisan, braces himself too solidly against the remainder of the
environment, he no longer controls the environment to the degree that he might and so is unable
to start, change and stop the environment.
It is a scientific definition in Scientology that control consists of start, change and stop.
These three manifestations can be graphed alongside the apparent cycle of action: create, survive, destroy. Any person is somewhere along this curve. An individual who is bent mainly upon survival is intent, usually, upon changing things. An individual who is close to being destroyed is bent mainly upon stopping things. An individual who has a free heart and mind about
life is bent upon creating things.
There could be three things wrong with any person, and these would be the inability to start, the
inability to change, the inability to stop. Insanity, for the most part, is an inability to stop. A
neurosis is a habit which, worsening, flies entirely out of control. One is stopped so often in life
that he becomes an enemy of stopping and dislikes stopping so intensely that he himself will
not stop things. Neurosis and psychosis of all classes are entirely inabilities to start, to change
or to stop.
In the matter of the parts of man we discover that all things are initiated by the thetan so far as
action, activity and behavior are concerned. After such an initiation he can be blunted or warped
from course and acted upon in such a way that his attention becomes too fixed along one line or
another and begins to suffer from these three inabilities. However, each one of the parts of man
is subject to the anatomy of control.
An individual begins first by being unable himself, without help, to start, to change and to stop.
Then the mind may become prone to these disabilities and is unable to start, change or to stop at
will. Then the body itself can become subject to these three disabilities and is unable to start, to
change and to stop. The oddity is, however, that an environment can so work upon a thetan that
his body becomes disabled through no choice of his own. Similarly the reactive mind can become disabled through no choice of either the body or the thetan. But the thetan himself, beyond observing the effect of various causes and having initiated the thought to be there, can only become disabled by becoming too partisan, by becoming too little pan determined, and so
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bringing himself into difficulties. These difficulties, however, are entirely the difficulties of consideration. As the thetan considers, so he is. In the final analysis the thetan has no problems of
his own. The problems are always “other people’s problems” and must exist in the mind or the
body or in other people or his surroundings for him to have problems. Thus his difficulties are,
in the main, difficulties of staying in the game and keeping the game going.
If a thetan can suffer from anything, it is being out-created (created against too thoroughly). The
manifestations of being out-created would be the destruction of his own creations and the overpowering presence of other creations. Thus a thetan can be brought to believe that he is trapped
if he is out-created.
In past dissertations on the subject of the mind and philosophies of life there was a great deal of
speculation and very little actual proof. Therefore, these philosophies were creations, and one
philosopher was at work outcreating another philosopher. In Scientology we have this single
difference. We are dealing with discoveries. The only things created about Scientology are the
actual books and works in which Scientology is presented. The phenomena of Scientology are
discovered and are held in common by all men and all life forms. There is no effort in Scientology to out-create each and every thetan that comes along. It is, of course, possible to conceive
Scientology as a creation, and to conceive that it is overwhelming. It should be viewed otherwise, for it is intended as an assistance to life at large, to enable life to make a better civilization
and a better game. There are no tenets in Scientology which cannot be demonstrated with entirely scientific procedures.
L. Ron Hubbard
Extract fromn, ‘Fundamentals of Thought’
~oo00oo~
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A Special Quote from the
Volunteer Ministers Handbook
by L. Ron Hubbard
Exercises One, Two and Three
Exercise One
Look and Act Younger: Sitting somewhere near the center of a room, close your eyes and
"contact" the two upper corners of the room behind you. Then, holding those corners, sit still
and don't think. Remain interested only in those two corners.
You can do this for two minutes (minimum) or two hours, always with benefit. No matter what
happens, simply hold the corners and don't think.
You can do this daily. It will make you look and act younger.
Exercise Two
Feel Freer: Pick out two similar objects. Then find as many differences between them as possible.
Now pick out two objects and see where they are in relation to each other and your body.
Use these two steps over and over. You will feel freer and see better.
Exercise Three
Better your memory: Go over this list many times, each time answering its questions.
"Recall a time which really seems real to you."
"Recall a time when you were in good communication with someone."
"Recall a time when you agreed to something."
"Recall a time when somebody disagreed with you."
"Recall a time when you liked somebody."
"Recall a time when someone agreed with you."
"Recall a time when someone was communicating easily to you." "Recall a time when somebody liked you."
Use this list many times. If "holding corners" (Exercise One) disturbed you, use this list. If you
are tired or confused, use it.
This exercises can be done for hours.
~oo00oo~
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The Tone Scale in Full

The Tone Scale
Understanding is composed of Affinity, Reality and Communication. This triangle tells us that
the co-existent relationship between affinity, reality and communication is such that none can
be increased without a resulting increase in the other two and none can be decreased without
decreasing the other two. Of the three, communication is by far the most important. Affinity
and reality exist to further communication. Under the heading of affinity we have, for instance, all the varied emotions which go from apathy at 0.1 through grief, fear, anger, antagonism, boredom, enthusiasm, exhilaration and serenity in that order. It is affinity and this rising
scale of the characteristics of emotion which give us the Tone Scale.
Scientology 0-8. The Book of Basics
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Wins and Successes in the Scientology
Independent Field
Objectives
I finished my objectives! What a thrill. In present time anything is possible. I feel I have more
control over my environment and I'm more focused and grounded in my beingness and less
caught up in my circuits and trying to be anything other than me. I am more myself than before which is a very satisfying feeling. I had a glimpse of me, without my bank in the way and
it was a calming and peaceful moment, I've never felt more in present time and it was beautiful, simple. When you know who you really are you can play around with different hats as
long as at the end of that day you know who YOU are. And it's more fun too. What a freeing
feeling. One step closer to sanity! Lol
Dianetic Session
I just did a Dianetics session with Carolyn and not only did I have a huge release mentally and
emotionally, but I also had so much clarity as to why I had so much fear holding me back
from my passions and career which I had no idea was even related to the past incident I was
facing. I gained so much clarity and a huge epiphany about my life that feels pretty unreal. To
say the least, I'm so grateful for this session.
Auditing
Usually I viewed a success story as a direct result of the auditing that I received within the last
30 days that has changed my life. I have found out that the wins don't stop there! So here it
is… lately I have put absolutely no energy forth and everything that I want and need in perCopyright © 2018 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED Association of Professional Independent Scientologists.
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Objectives
I finished my objectives! What a thrill. In present time anything is possible. I feel I have more
control over my environment and I'm more focused and grounded in my beingness and less
caught up in my circuits and trying to be anything other than me. I am more myself than before which is a very satisfying feeling. I had a glimpse of me, without my bank in the way and
it was a calming and peaceful moment, I've never felt more in present time and it was beautiful, simple. When you know who you really are you can play around with different hats as
long as at the end of that day you know who YOU are. And it's more fun too. What a freeing
feeling. One step closer to sanity! Lol
Auditing
Usually I viewed a success story as a direct result of the auditing that I received within the last
30 days that has changed my life. I have found out that the wins don't stop there! So here it
is… lately I have put absolutely no energy forth and everything that I want and need in personal and professional life just happens. I used to think the harder I work the more I would
create and now I realize the less I do the less I need to do it’s all about intention.
I can move about with NO energy needed. I was at a resort last week out of the country and
needed to go to the other side of the resort and come back. I felt as though I had a beam me up
Scotty machine. I did not feel my body move their nor back it just happened. I travel a lot for
pleasure and feel like in the blink of the eye I am at my destination and another blank I am
back. My work life has never been so easy. I told someone that I do absolutely nothing that
requires energy in my business just runs by itself. It was funny because when I walked into my
office the computer was producing proposals and scheduling work all by itself. It was because
my staff works through a mainframe computer and shows up on the screen without an operator. But it still was kind of funny.
I truly understand my existence and the reason why most people fail. It’s the overall agreement and manipulation. I can look down at my body and realize it is nothing more than a vehicle for me . I am not a body because I can do things that other bodies could not even fathom. I
am not a mind because I am capable of an understanding information and data that I did not
learn while life in this body. Lately I attract others that are similar in seeking greater understanding. Suppressives run from me and do not try to penetrate my existence. I feel as though I
am on the verge of something very very large.
Grade III
I have noticed that people are drawn to me, are interested in me for no apparent reason, even
when walking down the street, or riding the subway! haha
A lot of circuitry about being "nice" has blown, I used to have a lot of attention on how others
see me, and I was constantly sending hints that I am not like most others, I am nice, and wise,
and with ARC! lol Now all that is gone, and somehow, most people now want to be my friend!
Haha My office is a particularly polarized environment, where people have strong opinions
about what we "should" and "shouldn't prioritize in our work, and it is rare to cooperate with
more than one person at a time and work can be delayed for years or just forgotten for no apparent reason. We received an order from a senior executive to prioritize resolving a problem
in our system. We found the root cause pretty quickly, and I asked every single colleague in
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the office to help with the work on the solution, and to please prioritize this over other issues,
more like a favor than the normal flow of work. We completed the fix in about two days; it felt
right, and there was a good feeling around the office. Somebody bought donuts – we were satisfied. I was talking to the manager about it when he took a step back, got this excited look on his
face, and he said that in his entire career he has never witnessed this level of teamwork collaboration -- this is a moment to treasure and remember!! Less than two weeks later, he puts me on
a career path leading to a significant promotion to a role with more responsibility!
I was riding the subway to work, when I realized that all my life I was dedicating a lot of attention towards changing people. Family, friends, coworkers, strangers, they were all short of the
gold standard and needed some adjustment. Now I am looking left, looking right, and I can
deeply understand their reality, and how being who they are is an expression of that reality, and
I have this feeling that I am deeply accepting of anyone, just the way they are! haha
I feel now I have the power to change and influence things, and that responsibility is fun, and is
validating to myself as a being. Life seems so much more filled with fun and arc than before!
NOTs
One of the beauties of being on Nots OT VII is that you can handle BPC at the drop of a hat as
opposed to scheduling it to see an auditor, getting in your car and driving, finding parking, etc.
In your daily dealings in life, if you get any BPC or an out-rud, etc., then you can literally get to
your meter and address it on the spot. It's very quick and easy. Any feeling or thought that isn't
positive or pro-survival can be addressed by finding the source and eradicating it. I recently had
an upset on something due to my lack of responsibility and foolishness, and was a little perturbed at myself and thought things were just SO BAD. However, I snapped out of it and applied my auditor training and went into session. After a couple of sessions the BPC was addressed and I was no longer effect of that BPC. It's literally like magic! Sometimes you can
handle it in one session but other times it can take longer depending on the situation. As always
I have to show my appreciation to Ingrid, and of course to LRH for providing us with the tools
to get us out of the damn muck.
NOTs
I had made it some way through audited NOTs a few years ago and felt it was time (or long past
time) to continue the journey. I saw on line that Chris Black was promoting the fact he stuck to
LRH tech and nothing but. That was what I was looking for in an auditor and I arranged for a
couple of weeks where we could get together. Chris and the C/S he was working with were as
good as their word - undiluted LRH tech. I had a fairly thorough interview and the cleanup program started the next day. We laughingly named it “The Whatever Gil Whined About Rundown” after a while but it was worth the effort. Getting attention off of past errors, missed reads
or completely wrong programs (whether you realize your attention is stuck there or not) is a
huge relief. Sticking strictly to Ron’s tech is always the best idea. Thanks to Chris, my C/S and
LRH. One can only hope Standard Tech becomes fashionable again. Getting out of the trap depends upon it.
~oo00oo~
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WHAT IS THE BASIC MYSTERY?
In the general study of the world and its affairs, we find out that the only way you can make a
slave—as if anybody would want one—would be to develop a tremendous amount of mystery
about what it’s all about and then develop an overwhelming charge on the mystery line. Not
only develop a mystery, but then sell it real good; sell some bogus answer to the mystery.
Man is so used to this that, when you come along and put a perfectly good answer in his
hands, why, he drops it like a hot potato, because he knows what all answers are: All answers
are carefully derived from mysteries with bogus answers, and all mysteries are going to cost
you something sooner or later.
The development of the mystery itself stems from interpersonal relationships and Man’s general conflict with his fellows and his environment, and so on. And the basic mystery is—who
is he? There’s no more basic mystery than that—”who is that fellow over there?” That is the
beginning of individuation, of, not individualism, but individuation, of pulling back from everybody and saying, “I am me and they are ‘them’, and God knows what they’re up to!”
And then, after a while, the fellow takes it out of the realm of near blasphemy and puts it into
worship. And he says, “Well, God knows what they’re up to and he will protect me.”
So what do we basically have? We basically have a mystery on who the other fellow is.
Now “science” originally meant truth, and now it means research revenue. Science has so far
abandoned the basic mystery, that they think there’s a mystery on what is a floor, what is a
ceiling, what is space. That is really a very cooked-up mystery—because that floor and that
ceiling and that space is what thee and me agreed to put there, and that’s about all it is.
Wherever we have a mystery, we normally have had a disagreement or a misunderstanding or
an out-of-communication-ness. And that’s all there actually is to it, basically. A fellow had to
disagree with whom he was looking at. He knew about it originally and he didn’t want to
know who that fellow was over there. He didn’t want to know anything about the situation,
because he had learned a lesson: If he communicated with it, he would be proved wrong!
So we had some people in our midst—you amongst them—who would put up a “this” and say
it was a “that”. And then you would get these things twisted somehow or another, and you’d
say, “Why don’t you communicate with this?” and then say, “You communicated with that.”
After a while a fellow says, “Aw, I don’t want to communicate with either one of them.
Dickens with it. Who cares what those things are—I don’t want to know.” And after that, he’d
had it. He said, “I don’t want to know,” and therefore he had a mystery sitting across from
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him someplace. And he went so far along this line of not wanting to know that after a while he
conceived that he didn’t know. And then he went from there and said it’s impossible to know.
Wherever Man finds himself deeply instilled, engrossed, surrounded with mystery, he is actually in conflict with himself and himself alone. That is why processing works. THE ONLY ABERRATION IS DENIAL OF SELF. Nobody else can do anything to you, but YOU.
That is a horrible state of affairs. You can do something to you, but it requires your postulate,
your agreement or your disagreement, before anything can happen to you. People have to agree
to be ill; they have to agree to be stupid; they have to agree to be in mystery.
People are the victims of their own flinch. They are the victims of their own postulates, the victims of their own belief that they are inadequate.
An individual has to postulate into existence his own aberration, his own flinch, his own stupidity, his own lack of confidence, and his own bad luck.

MAN’S SEARCH FOR HIS SOUL
For countless ages past, Man has been engaged upon a search.
All thinkers in all ages have contributed their opinion and considerations to it. No scientist, no
philosopher, no leader has failed to comment upon it. Billions of men have died for one opinion
or another on the subject of this search and no civilization, mighty or poor, in ancient or in
modern times has endured without battle on its account.
The human soul, to the civilized and barbaric alike, has been an endless source of interest, attention, hate or adoration.
To say that I have found the answer to all riddles of the soul would be inaccurate and presumptuous. To discount what I have come to know and to fail to make that known after observing its
benefits would be a sin of omission against Man.
After thirty-one years of inquiry and thought and after fifteen years of public activity wherein I
observed the material at work and its results, I can announce that, in the knowledge I have developed, there must lie the answer to that riddle, to that enigma, to that problem—the human
soul—for under my hands and others, I have seen the best in Man rehabilitated.
From the time since I first made a theta clear, I have been, with some reluctance, out beyond
any realm of the scientific known; and now that I have myself cleared half a hundred, and auditors I have trained, many times that, I must face the fact that we have reached that merger point
where science and religion meet, and we must now cease to pretend to deal with material goals
alone.
We cannot deal in the realm of the human soul and ignore the fact. Man has too long pursued
this search for its happy culmination here to be muffled by vague and scientific terms.
Religion, not science, has carried this search, this war, through the millennia. Science has all
but swallowed Man with an ideology which denies the soul, a symptom of the failure of science
in that search.
One cannot now play traitor to the Men of God who sought, these ages past, to bring Man from
the darkness.
We, in Scientology, belong in the ranks of the seekers after truth, not in the rear-guard of the
makers of the atom bomb.
However, science, too, has had its role in these endeavors; and nuclear physics, whatever crime
it does against Man, may yet be redeemed by having been of aid in finding for Man the soul of
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which science had all but deprived him.
No Auditor can easily close his eyes to the results he achieves today or fail to see them as superior to the materialistic technologies he earlier used. For we can know, with all else we know,
that the human soul, freed, is the only effective therapeutic agent we have. But our goals, no
matter our miracles with bodies today, exceed physical health and better men.
Scientology is the science of knowing how to know. It has taught us that a man IS his own immortal soul. And it gives us little choice, but to announce to a world, no matter how it receives
it, that nuclear physics and religion have joined hands and that we in Scientology perform those
miracles for which Man, through all his search, has hoped.
The individual may hate God or despise priests. He cannot ignore, however, the evidence that
he is his own soul. Thus we have resolved our riddle and found the answer simple.
L. Ron Hubbard
Extract from New Slant on Life
~oo00oo~
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PERSONAL INTEGRITY
WHAT IS TRUE FOR YOU is what you have observed yourself
And when you Iose that you have Iost everything.
What is personal integrity?
Personal integrity is knowing what you knowWhat you know is what you knowAnd to have the courage to know and say what you have observed.
And that is integrity
And there is no other integrity.
Of course we can talk about honor, truth, all these things,
The esoteric terms.
But I think they’d all be covered very well
If what we really observed was what we observed,
That we took care to observe what we were observing,
That we always observed to observe.
And not necessarily maintaining a sceptical attitude,
A critical attitude or an open mind.
But certainly maintaining sufficient personal integrity
And sufficient personal belief and confidence in self
And courage that we can observe what we observe
And say what we have observed.
Nothing in Dianetics and Scientology is true for you
Unless you have observed it
And it is true according to your observation.
That is all.
L. Ron Hubbard
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Get your Free Group Starter Kit today!
http://independent-scientologists-association.net/start-a-group.shtml
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Expanded Know to
Mystery Scale

But you get a condensation of knowingness. A condensation of knowingness occurs
down to lookingness. One has something to look at. And then this condenses and we get
emotion. And this condenses and we get effort. And this condenses and we get thinkingness -you know, figure-figure. And this condenses and we get symbols. And the symbols condense and we get eating and the eating condenses and we get sex and the sex
condenses and we get mystery.
Now, we could go on down south again and say, below mystery we get peering. And
below peering, why, we would of course get misemotion. And below misemotion we
would get horror of effort. And below horror of effort, why, we would get something on
the order of a circuit instead of thinkingness, you see.
And below this circuit, why, we would get incomprehensible symbols and sciences like
psychology. And below, and below this circuitry we would get indigestion. And below
indigestion we'd get sterility and impotence. And be-low this, why, we would get unconsciousness.

Native State
Not Know
Know About
Look
Emotion
Effort
Think
Symbols
Eat
Sex
Mystery
Wait
Unconscious
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Quote from
L. Ron Hubbard

THE CODE OF HONOUR
1. Never desert a comrade in need, in danger or in trouble.
2. Never withdraw allegiance once granted.
3. Never desert a group to which you owe your support.
4. Never disparage yourself or minimize your strength or power.
5. Never need praise, approval or sympathy.
6. Never compromise with your own reality.
7. Never permit your affinity to be alloyed.
8. Do not give or receive communication unless you yourself desire it.
9. Your self-determinism and your honour are more important than your immediate
life.
10. Your integrity to yourself is more important than your body.
11. Never regret yesterday. Life is in you today, and you make your tomorrow.
12. Never fear to hurt another in a just cause.
13. Don’t desire to be liked or admired.
14. Be your own adviser, keep your own counsel and select your own decisions.
15. Be true to your own goals.
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Daily do list from Ron
Here's a brief quote from Professional Auditor's Bulletin (PAB) No. 6, which I offer as a fair use
quote for educational purposes:
"Now you happen to be using a body. Before we worry about your mind let's clean up the primary communication relay point, the body. And for two weeks, let's do these things:
1. Clean up your MEST, get done the various odd jobs you've "been meaning to do."
2. Bring yourself up to date socially and give a letter or a ring or a personal call on people
you've neglected.
3. Take a one-hour walk every day, simply starting away from home very early (dawn is best)
for half an hour and then walk back, a different direction every day. (If you can't walk, get out
in the yard and throw things for half an hour. If you can't throw, spit at something for half an
hour -- and I mean throw and spit literally.)
4. Get a physical examination and if anything is chronic get it cured.
5. Take twice a day 100 mg. of B1 (200 mg. total) and supplement it with 250 mg. of vitamin
C.
If you will do these things, you will be ready in a couple of weeks for some auditing. And if
you feel you're in such top condition you need no auditing, I dare you to do the above and feel
the change."

Join The Association
of Professional Independent
Scientologists today and
make a difference to your life!

http://independent-scientologistsassociation.net
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This Newsletter is provided subject to the condition that
it shall not be circulated in any form without the publisher’s cover and acknowledgement of the material contained herein and is not to be sold, hired or otherwise
disposed of for any fee or consideration. It may be freely
distributed online and passed along only in its current
form and with the above proviso.

This publication is designed to provide accurate and informative information only in regard to the subject matter covered. This publication does not purport to offer
any professional advice of any legal, financial or psychological service and is issued with the understanding that
the publisher, editor and contributors are not engaged in
rendering any legal, financial, psychological or any other
professional service and is offered for information purposes only. If any legal, financial, psychological or any
other professional advice or assistance is required, the
services of a competent professional person should be
sought. The reader is solely responsible for his or her
own actions.
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are not necessarily the opinions of the Publishers or
Editors and are offered solely for information purposes
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